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BVKey is BVIUK's monthly e-zine, delivering news on business

valuation events and opportunities in the UK and beyond. We

trust you find these updates valuable and encourage you to share

them with your colleagues, who can subscribe to receive their

own copy here.

Editor's Note
Economic, financial, and professional news this month has been something of a
mixed bag. Interest rates seem set to remain high, the economy plods along,
and some rule changes are being contemplated. However, spring is here, and
that’s always a cause for optimism!

Mike Blake, Editor
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News

UK inflation falls as some food prices
drop
Lower inflation does not mean prices overall are coming
down, they are just rising less quickly.
Read more

'Phone Private Equity' Is Great
Advice for UK Firms
Many cheap British companies can reach fair value by
being acquired in buyouts. Time to end the stigma
against putting yourself up for sale.
Read more

BOE Warns of Risks With Private
Asset Values Shrouded in Secrecy
The Bank of England is concerned about the ways that
private equity giants value their holdings and how that
methodology could amplify any economic shocks in the
UK.

Read more

ICAEW proposes major £2 million
minimum for Professional Indemnity
Insurance
Whilst there have been periodic amendments of the
ICAEW’s PII arrangements, a full review has been
overdue with the current limits of insurance having not
changed since 2008.
Read more
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BVIUK issues new dates for BV101 
Business Valuation Institute UK (BVIUK) invites eligible
candidates to register for the new edition of their
accreditation course in business valuation.

Read more

Events

Dates for your diary
 

2 May: ASA – Valuation of Inventory Conference, virtual

9 May: HMRC: Raising standards in the tax advice
market, virtual

9 May:  ICAEW: Healthcare Conference 2024, virtual

23 May: BVIUK – 3rd Virtual Expert Summit –
Standards and Education, virtual

29 May: ASA – Beyond Valuation Professional
Development and Growth Conference, virtual

2-4 June: ASA – Annual ASA Equipment Valuation
Conference, in person and virtual

10 June: ICAEW: Audit & Assurance Conference 2024,
virtual

20 June: IVSC: Economic Engines: The Role of IP
Valuation in Growth and Innovation, virtual

15 November: BVIUK - 2nd Annual Conference in
Business Valuation, in person and virtual

For the submission of news items, upcoming events, or to provide feedback or
comments, contact Mike Blake at editor@bviuk.com
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You are receiving this, because you registered at bviuk.com to receive our communications, or you
provided us with your email address. 

If you prefer not to receive BVIUK emails, you can unsubscribe from this list.
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